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n several occasions during the past few years I have received requests for larger than our standard
pipe warmer burners. In response to these requests I have developed a burner made of larger stock
which has a terrific burn and is matched to a larger Ransome venturi, the V100. This combination has
a great turn down ratio and can support a pipe warmer with a considerably larger rack and size opening. I make two versions of this, both have the same Btu output and mate with the same venturi. Top
view drawings are given below of the head sizes. This is a mix and match proposition meaning the way
the burner attaches to the venturi can change at will. Either head pattern can be altered to fit your needs.
These burners can also be used as garage and annealer kiln burners. If you want something like this or
something a little different please call Dudley for a quote (603-456-3569).
MODEL #B-L_PW-18 w 1" NPT Female Coupling
18.000"

Weld

1" NPT
COUPLING

1.500"
1.800"

Cost $155.00
MODEL #B-L_PW-24.5 w 1" X 4.5" NPT Male Nipple
20.000"

1" NPT MALE

1.500"
Cost $165.00

Weld

4.500"

The PW-24.5
Pipe Warmer Kit:
This versatile ribbon burner works with all gasses: Natural
Gas, Butane, Propane, low pressure or high pressure.

Large Pipe Warmer Orifice Chart

9,000 to
25,000 Btu's

6" WC

#43 Orifice

8"-11" WC

#52 Orifice

1-2 psi

#60-55 Orifice

Parts List:
24.5” Ribbon Burner Head
$165.00
90˚ El x 1” NPT
2.00
Ransome V100 Venturi
99.00
Reducer Coupling 1/2”x1/4”
2.00
1/4” x 2” Nipple NPT
1.50
N20B Needle Valve
30.00
Orifice drilled to size (see chart on left)
Total Cost of Parts
$299.50

Your Cost
$285.00
Expect similar savings on variations.

